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The design, realization, and some of the many uses of.
digital filters are reviewed. Computer programs coded in
FORTRAN are presented for the design of lumped
parameter digital and analog filter systems which are
simulated on a digital computer. Explanations of the
programs are accompanied by examples of their use.
There is a discussion of problems arising from errors of
roundoff and approximation.

Digital filtering is a general mathematical technique of
processing sequences of sampled data points which is
analogous to the action of electrical or mechanical
filtering. Since electrical and mechanical systems may be
described in the same way mathematically, the
technique is the same in both cases. Only lumped
parameter systems are considered. This implies that the
systems can be described by ordinary differential
equations rather than partial differential equations.

The following discussion often refers to filtering as
taking place in the time dimension, but it could equally
well be taking place in some other dimension, for
example, in space. Thus, reference to a point in time
could be as well to a point in any other appropriate
dimension.

An example of filtering in the time domain is the
telephone, in which frequency and phase are selectively
altered by mechanical and electrical filtering. An optical
lens does filtering in the spatial domain, and the quality
of a lens is often measured by its ability to resolve the
pattern of a sine-wave grating.

Digital filtering is a versatile technique for use in
sim ulation, signal processing, and analysis. The
techniques can be used with stored data or with data in
real time. As computers become faster and memory
bee 0 mescheaper, digital filtering will become
increasingly useful with both kinds of data. There are
many possible applications of digital filtering, as the
following examples show.

SIMULATION
A mechanical or electrical system which is described

by a complex equation can be simulated with a digital
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filter. The Flanagan (1972) basilar membrane model, the
Zwislocki (1959) middle ear model, and the linear part
of the Lovell, Carterette, and Nagel (l972) basilar
membrane model are such systems. In the two basilar
membrane models, a point on the membrane is
represented as a resonant digital system. The final
output of these models is the position of the membrane
in time as a function of arbitrary input waveforms.

SIGNAL PROCESSING
A digital filter can be used in the same way as an

analog filter in shaping spectra. In the case of low
frequencies, digital filters have a particular advantage
over analog filters, since the lower the frequency range
of interest, the more easily digital filtering can be carried
out in real time. As operating frequency is lowered,
analog filters become more expensive, since physically
large components are required. An analog waveform can
be converted to digital form, processed, and reconverted
to analog form in real time, depending on the
complexity of the filtering algorithm, the upper range of
the frequencies of interest, and the speed of the
computer. Components of speech can be synthesized by
imitating the filtering action of the vocal system
(Schafer, 1972).

SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Digital filters can be used in the same manner as a

waveform analyzer to measure the spectrum of a signal
(Weaver, Mantey, Lawrence, & Cole, 1966). Because the
input time sequence could be any sort of sequential
data, such as hourly temperature, daily gross receipts,
number of social interactions, etc., digital filtering may
be useful in analyzing various sorts of business and social
science data.

The digital filtering algorithms to be described
represent just one of several possible techniques that
may be used to process sampled data. Algorithms which
are based on linear difference equations will be
developed. These methods are termed recursive because
they involve sequential operations on past and present
inputs and outputs to the filter.

At least two other methods may be used in similar
fashion to linear difference equations. In one method,
the input time series is convolved with the impulse
response of the filter to obtain the filtered output time
series. The other method, based on the discrete Fourier
transform, is similar except that the convolution is done
in the frequency domain. Fourier methods are generally
used on subsets of the sample points and thus do not so
easily yield running or instantaneous analyses.
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MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
A linear recursive digital filter may be thought of as a

sampled data system whose output at nT (time, space,
etc.) is the weighted sum of:

where n = 0, I, 2, ••• , k, ••• and T is the sampling
interval.

A physical or mathematical system is linear if it
possesses two properties: (1) additivity, expressed
mathematically as

(I) the input at nT

(2) previous inputs at (n - I)T, (n - 2)T, •••

(3) previous outputs at (n - I)T, (n - 2)T, •••

Provided that a system meets the linearity conditions
noted above, it can be completely described
mathematically by an expression termed the system
impulse response, which is merely the response of the
system to an input signal that is infinitesimally brief.

An intuitive feeling for the meaning of the impulse
response may be gained by noting that an ideal impulse
is a signal which contains equal power at all frequencies.
Thus, the impulse response of a linear system is a signal
containing all frequencies. However, the power at a
particular frequency is modified by the transmission
characteristics of the system. The impulse response thus
represents the response of the system to all possible
frequencies. Knowing the impulse response, and the fact
that a given system is linear, allows prediction of the
response of the system to any arbitrary input signal.

Of central importance to a description of linear
systems is a technique known as transform theory, or
more broadly, operational mathematics. The use of
transform methods allows complex mathematical
operations (such as integration or differentiation) to be
reduced to what are largely algebraic manipulations. This
is done by a change of variables in the system-describing
equations. If Laplace or z-transform techniques are used
(as in the present paper), the time variable, t, becomes
transformed into a complex variable, s. The rules used to
perform such transformations are straightforward
(Churchill, 1958; Jury, 1964).

Transform techniques provide a convenient
connection between the time and frequency domains.
This is important since, for the most part, filter
specifications are given in terms of frequency and phase
response rather than time response (i.e., the impulse
response specification). Transforming the equations
which describe a system into functions of the complex
variable, s, instead of a time variable, t, allows the
correspondence between the time and frequency
domains to be made and thus facilitates filter design.
Another way of saying the same thing is to note that
although filters are designed from considerations of their
frequency and phase response, they are ordinarily used
to operate on a time series or the sampled equivalent.
Thus, the frequency and time correspondence is a
necessary and important one.

Continuous time functions such as voltage in a circuit
are represented by differential equations. These are
functions of a time variable, t. The Laplace transform of
these equations is a function of the complex variable, s,
and defines the frequency response of the circuit.

Sampled data systems which are analogous to the
continuous time function are represented by difference
equations. They are functions of a sampled time
variable, nT. The z transforms of such difference
equations are analogous to the Laplace transforms of the
differential equations.

As previously noted, the impulse response of a linear
system completely characterizes that system; that is, we
can predict what the output of the system will be for
any arbitrary input. Such an impulse response is clearly a

(I)

(2)H(kxl) = kllx,

and (2) homogeneity, expressed as

H is the system operator, a mathematical expression
describing how the system operates on inputs; k is a
constant, and Xl and X2 are time-varying input signals to
the system which may be periodic, aperiodic, or random.
In terms of the spectral representation of signals, these
properties imply that no frequency component may
appear in the output of the system that did not appear
in the input. Examples of non-linear systems that do not
meet the above conditions are squaring devices (such as
an rms voltmeter) and rectifiers.

Since, to a great extent, all three techniques may be
used to do the same thing, the question naturally arises
as to why one method is preferred to another. The
answer is that the linear recursive techniques are
generally simpler to implement, require less storage and
computation time, and are more intuitively related to
analog or continuous filter networks through transform
theory. In fact, the design of recursive digital filters is
simpler than the corresponding design of analog filter
networks, because one needn't worry about impedance
between adjacent filter sections.

In the following, we shall consider the mathematical
background of digital filtering, the design of digital and
analog filters, the implementation of digital filters, and
the use of the accompanying computer programs. The
programs are subroutines for which calling programs
must be supplied by the user. Sample main programs are
also given to illustrate the use of the subroutines. The
techniques presented here should be readily usable in a
wide variety of applications. The subroutines are written
quite generally. The user may wish to write more
specific programs for his particular system so as to save
time and memory usage. The programs were coded in
FORTRAN IV, but attempts were made to keep the
language compatible with FORTRAN II.
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in a similar manner, the phase response may be found as
a function of the angular frequency, w:

function of time, t. If we transform the impulse
expression as a function of the variable, s, via a Laplace
transformation operation, we have gained the ability to
express system performance in the frequency domain.
The transformed function is called the system transfer
function, usually denoted H(s). The transfer function,
then, is the complex ratio of the output signal to the
input signal, where the input signal is an impulse
containing all possible frequencies.

In general, the system transfer function is expressed as
the ratio of two complex quantities or expressions in the
variable, s:

-w
Im=--

(\'2 + w2

--- 1
IHUw)l==vRe2+Im2 = 2 2

a +w

(-1m)l,O(w) == tan- 1 Re

(8)

(9)

(10)

the amplitude response, written IHUw) I, is obtained
through the following steps:

Although, theoretically, the numerator and denominator
may be very complicated, we will consider only some
very simple and elementary filter configurations in this
paper. As we shall show later, these simple filters may be
combined, owing to their linearity properties, into very
complicated configurations.

Transfer functions are described in terms of poles and
zeroes. As in Eq. 3, the poles of H(s) are values of s for
which R(s) == O. The zeroes of H(s) are likewise values of
s for which Q(s) == O. In other words, poles and zeroes
are roots of the functions R(s) and Q(s), respectively. All
filters to be presented will consist entirely of one of four
basic types of poles and zeroes. Single poles and zeroes
are those where the roots of Q(s) and R(s) are real
numbers. Conjugate pole and zero pairs are those where
the roots of Q(s) and R(s) are complex, that is, they
have both a real and an imaginary component. The
transfer functions of these elementary pole or zero
forms are shown in Table 1. The amplitude and phase
response are found from the elementary transfer
functions by a substitution of the complex angular
frequency, jw, for the complex variable, s. Taking the
example of a simple pole:

(11)

DESIGN OF DIGITAL AND
ANALOG FILTERS

Subroutines RESP and RESPS are used together to
design digital and analog filters by computing the
amplitude and phase response of a linear system transfer
function. These routines compute the response for
combinations of the transfer functions shown in Table 1.
If equations are constructed by combining these
component functions, the effect is to sum the effects of
the separate components. The equations are linear. Since
digital filters approximate continuous filter systems, we
can design an analog filter and then realize the design
digitally. There are some inherent dangers in this
approach which will be discussed in the section on errors
and approximations. .

ANALOG FILTERFUNCTIONS
The amplitude and phase responses of single real axis

poles and zeroes are shown in Fig. 1. Poles and zeroes
have complementary phase and amplitude response.

As shown in Fig. I, single poles have an asymptotic
amplitude change of -6 dB per octave and a total phase
shift of rr/2 at high frequencies. Single zeroes have the
same range of phase shift and an asymptotic amplitude
change of +6 dB per octave. A pole (or zero) at ±a for
1(\'1> 0 has a 3-dB less (or greater) response for an input
frequency w equal to 0: than for w equal to zero. Phase
shift at this frequency is half of the total, or nl«.

Poles always produce a lagging phase shift, and zeroes
always produce a leading phase shift. As shown in
Fig. Ib, negative poles and positive zeroes (or vice versa)
have the same form and direction of phase shift, but
differ by n from each other.

Conjugate pole or zero pairs at ±(o: ± j~) result in
double the asymptotic phase (n) and amplitude (12 dB
per octave) effects of single poles or zeroes. Pole pairs
may exhibit a resonant response, as shown in Fig. 2.
Zero pairs have a corresponding antiresonant response.
The phase response, I,O{w), and amplitude response,
IHUw) I,of conjugate pairs are affected by the ratio a/~.

(3)

(6)

(5)

(4)

Q(s)
H(s) == R(s)

1
H(s)==-

s +(\'

. I jw - 0: jw - (\'
HUw) == jw + 0: • jw _ 0: == -w2 _ 0:2

1
HUw)==-.

JW+O:

Then, define

(7)
. . a

IHUw) 1""* 00 when w =~, 13""* 0 (12)
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Analog System Components

Table 1
Transfer Functions for Filter Components

DigitalSystem Components Amplitude-- Phasev-v--

0'1-----

.............
........

<,
L-.. '-.__~------ "I?

1
HI{s)=-

s + cr

Real Axis Pole

1
G1{s)= ---

1- e-(A+S)

d8
-20

......... o

.-------r------,-"/2,.-

H2 (s) =S + cr

Real Axis Zero

G
2
{s) = 1- e-(A+S)

20
dB

o
0,1--~-

1
H (s)-----

" - (s + cr)2 + (32

Conjugate Pole Pair

1
G,,(s) = ---------

1 + e-2(A+S) - 2cosBe-{A+S)

o

dB
-20

'.

\
.
. ~ ..-

Conjugate Zero Pair

G
4
(s) = 1 + e-2(A+S) - 2cosBe-(A+S) dB

20

o
---

'-----~-----'
.1 o

Radian frequency » frequency in cycles per time unit X 21r; e, {3, and ware radian frequencies.
T is the sampling interval, the inverse of sampling rate; A, B, and W are radian frequencies X T.
s is a complex variable; S :: sT, A =aT, B =(3T, W:: wT.
H(s) refers to a component of a continuous filter system.
G(s) refers to a digital filter component which approximates the appropriate His),

Z-I :: e-s :: e-sT H(jw) = Re + jlm IH(jwJI= .JRe2 + 1m2 <{J(w) :: Tan-I(-Im/Re)

centered at 13 unless a/13 is small. The actual oscillatory or
peak frequency (the frequency at which response is
maximum) is expressed by

..p(W) =1T/2 when W =v{p + a? (13)

As a/13 varies, both the bandwidth and the center
frequency of the filter change. Thus, care should be
taken not to consider a pol~pair as a bandpass filter

f =. la'l _ a'losc VI' (14)
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Figure 3 shows the change in oscillatory frequency
and the 3-dB bandwidth of a conjugate pole pair as a
function of the Ci./~ ratio. The same discussion applies in
an inverse way for conjugate zero pairs. If we wish to
place a pole pair with a specified oscillatory frequency X
and an Ci./~ ratio K, ~ should be chosen such that

It is generally not desirable to place poles in the right
half of the s plane (i.e., o >0), because this results in an
unstable impulse response which does not damp out, but
increases without bound over time. Note that the pole
and zero locations can be plotted on a graph whose
abscissa is the real axis and whose ordinate is the j axis.
For example, a single pole is located on the abscissa of
such a diagram, since it has no imaginary component. If
the single pole value is negative, it occurs on the abscissa
to the left of the j axis and is said to occur in the left
half of the s plane. Such plots graphically represent the
associated transfer functions.

If like components are paired on opposite sides of the
j axis, the phase effects will be constant over frequency
and leave only amplitude effects (for instance real axis
zeroes at + and -0::). If poles and zeroes are paired across
the j axis, the amplitude effects cancel, leaving only
phase effects (for instance, a single pole at -Ci. and a
single zero at +Ci.). This latter combination is known as
an all-pass network, since all frequencies are passed with
equal amplitude but at different relative phases.

A single pole comprises a low-pass filter. A single zero
at 0 and a single pole at a higher frequency make a
high-pass filter. A pole pair combined with a zero at the
origin can make a bandpass filter with an asymptotic
6 dB per octave rejection of higher and lower
frequencies. This type of bandpass filter is also
interesting in that phase is zero at the oscillatory
frequency, which is expressed by

A bandpass filter made up of two pole pairs at -(X ± j~

and a single zero at the origin will tend to keep its
maximum amplitude point at ~ as the Ci./~ ratio changes.
To see this, consider the simultaneous action of Eqs. 14
and 16.

DIGITAL FILTER FUNCTIONS
The techniques for analysis of continuous and

sampled data systems are sufficiently parallel so that,
having determined the pole-zero locations necessary to
implement an analog filter of the desired configuration,
these constants may directly be employed in the
sampled data system. The z transform is the sampled
time equivalent of the Laplace transform. In the design
of an analog filter, a transfer function was found which
described the desired system performance in the

LAGf = . 1112 + (X2osc V tJ (16)
/

/
/

// pole at + a
,-,,,,,,,,,,

+ ..". .---

.1 I 10

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY

Fig. 1. <a> Relative amplitude effects of real axis poles and
zeroes with frequency normalized to Q. (b>Phase effects of real
axis poles and zeroes with frequency normalized to Q.

frequency domain. In order to derive an equivalent
sampled data transfer function, a technique known as
the impulse invariant method of digital filter design is
used (Gold & Rader, 1969). In using the method, it is
assumed that the impulse response of the digital filter is
equal to the sampled impulse. response of a given
continuous filter. In practice, it is possible to derive the
digital transfer function from the continuous filter
transfer function via the following correspondence:
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Fig. 2. Conjugate pole pair H, of Table 1
exhibits a resonant response as Q becomes
small in comparison with p. Q and (J are
given in hertz.

Taking the example of a single real axis pole transfer
function:

to the continuous equivalent, the Laplace transform.
Digital filter functions are difference equations which

can be derived from the G functions of Table 1 by
inverse z transformation. The transfer function is equal
to the ratio of the output to the input. If Y(z) is the
z-transformed output sequence and X(z) the
z-transformed input sequence, then:

(18)

(19)

Y(z)
G(z) =X(z)

G(z) = 1 = Y(z)
l_e-Az-1 X(z)

(17)

The left expression is a partial fraction expansion of a
general system transfer function for a continuous filter.
In the right-hand expression, the variable z (z =esT) has
replaced the variable s. The expression on the right is the
sampled transfer function that is equivalent to the
continuous transfer function on the left. Notice that the
same constants appear in both expressions. Having
derived the constants for the continuous case, it is only
necessary to substitute them into the expression on the
right to obtain the sampled data system transfer
function. The interested reader should consult Gold and
Rader (1969) for a more complete discussion of use of
the z transform in digital filter design and its relationship

1.4.-------------=::::::::__------,

1.2

.8

.6

.4

.2

o I .2 .4 .5 .6

a/{3
.7 .8 .9

Fig. 3. The oscillatory frequency of a
conjugate pole pair (the frequency at which
response is maximal) approaches (J as the al(J
ratio becomes small. At the same time, the
3-dB bandwidth becomes small.

1.0
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Y(z) = X(z)
l-e-A z-l

Y(z) =Y(z) e- A z-l + X(z)

(20)

(21)

x(nT) r------~- y(n T)

(a.J

where A = aT.
Taking the inverse transform (e- A is a constant and

z-l represents a one-sample time delay):

Y(nT) = Y[(n - l)T] e- A + X(nT) (22)

x(nT)-----&>-r-----------1
o

(b.J

y(nT)

This is the desired first-order linear difference equation.
The computational block for this difference equation is
found in Fig. 4a. Tables of z transforms are often useful
in finding inverse transforms for complicated transfer
functions (see, for example, Jury, 1964).

Complex or higher order filters may be constructed in
two basic ways. For example, a sixth-order resonant
filter may be constructed either directly or by cascading
three second-order conjugate pole pairs together. By
direct construction, we mean finding the roots of a
sixth-power polynomial written such that the root or
pole locations lead to the desired ftlter.

The direct construction method is to be preferred in
general with analog filters because of interactions
between cascade stages. For digital filters, adjacent filter
sections are independent. Cascading lower order filters is
desirable if the filters are to be implemented on a
small computer with a modest word length. This is the
case since the coefficients of higher order filter
equations must be specified with progressively greater
precision in order to maintain their design specifications.

The right half of Table 1 shows the sampled system
transfer functions equivalent to the continuous filter
transfer functions displayed in the left half of that table.
In reference to Table 1, GI is the impulse invariant
equivalent of HI. G3 is not the impulse invariant
equivalent of H3 , but is very similar and simpler to
implement.

The digital filter function, G(z), approximates the
continuous filter function, H(s), when the sampling
period, T, is small. Figure 4 shows how the digital
transfer functions of Table 1 are realized in
computational blocks. The D box is a time delay of one
sampling period. The triangular boxes are amplifiers
whose gain is given by the value of the constant inside
each box. Co is an inverse gain factor which makes the
gain equal to one at a given input frequency, w.

Fig. 4. Block diagrams of the difference equations associated
with the transfer functions G.. G" G3 , and G4 of Table 1.
These difference equations are the four b~c digital ftlters
considered in the paper. Co is a gain factor used to scale the
output with respect to the input. See text for explanation.

(25)

(26)

CI =2e- A cos B

X(nT)~+_L~ y(nT)

C1 0

C2 0

(cJ

where A =aT and B =lIT.
Figure 5 gives a graphic representation of the

difference between H(s) and G(s). Figure Sa is the
s-plane representation of a pole pair at 271"
(-500 ± lOOOj) and a single zero at 271" (l000). Figure 5b
represents the sampled data equivalent system for a
sampling rate of 5,000 Hz. In the second case, the
components repeat infinitely on the j axis. Since the
scale of the plane is dependent on T, it is apparent that
as T becomes smaller, components move toward integer
values on the j axis.

In general, a digital filter should be used only in the
frequency range of from zero (de) to the Nyquist
frequency (half the sampling rate). As shown in Fig. 6,
amplitude response reflects around the Nyquist
frequency and phase response reflects with opposite
sign. At negative frequencies or frequencies higher than
the Nyquist frequency, the same pattern repeats. This
can lead to aliasing errors if care is not taken to ensure
that frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency are
removed from the signal prior to processing. In some

(24)

(23)Co =, GGw) I

In Figs. 4a and 4b,

In Figs. 4c and 4d,
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pole pair and a real ws zero, as in Eqs, H,
and "2 .of Table I, respectively.

x (b) Representation of the same conjugate
o-~ 0 I

1000 2000 x .5 pole pair and real axis zero as Fig. 5a in a
sampled data system with a samplingrate of
5,000 samples/sec, as in Eqs, G, and G2 of

x 0 Table 1, respectively. Components repeatx
infinitely on the j axis.
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o
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I
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understand the nature of the approximations being made
in the design method. The user should also be informed
concerning the numerical problems involved in both the
digitalization process and the use of the obtained filter
[pp. 221-222]."

A computer word has a finite length. Whenever the
result of a computation requires storage in excess of the
word length, an error arises. The value of an analog
signal likewise must be approximated due to sampling
errors, quantization errors, and finite word length.
Roundoff errors arise from the finite representation of
numbers in the machine, and truncation errors arise
from the finite representation of processes. Digital
filtering is prey to both classesof errors.

In general, the output of a digital filter will be noisy
due to errors arising in the approximation of coefficients
of parameters, in quantization, and in iteration. Consider
as an example the simple first-order filter

UNITS IN MULTIPLES OF2.".

sense, it might be said that digital filters do a better job
of simulating amplitude response than phase response,
since phase response returns to its zero frequency value
twice as fast as does the amplitude response. It should be
clear from Fig. 6 that in order to closely simulate a given
continuous filter system, it is necessary to use a sampling
rate considerably higher than twice the highest
frequency of interest.

For conjugate pairs, some other effects of interest
occur. For conjugate poles, the oscillatory frequency can
be more precisely expressed as

fose = cos"! (cos B • cosh A) (27)

Low-frequency phase is distorted as a function of both
high gain and low sampling rate, as shown in Fig. 7.

ERRORS OF ROUNDOFF AND APPROXIMATION
IN DIGITAL FILTERS

The programs presented in this paper must be used
cautiously and with understanding. A leading authority
on digital filtering, Kaiser (1966), says, " ... In filter
simulation work it is imperative that the user fully

y(nT) =Ky[(n - I)T] + x(nT).

It has the solution

(28)

-4

",
-/2 \"" (c)

\'\', ......_----_..--
,

-16 ""'~~-~1~~ _
-20

o 1000 5000

FREQUENCY (Hz)

<,
" w
"'O~

:::t:a,

--- rr/2
10000

Fig. 6. Comparison of the amplitude and
phase effects of an analog real axis pole and
the digital equivalent with a samplingrate of
10,000 samples/sec. Solid lines read on the
left-hand scale; broken lines read on the
right-hand scale. (a) The digital system
amplitude function repeats at multiples of
the sampling rate. (b) The analog system
amplitude function. (c) The digital system
phase function repeats at multiples of the
sampling rate and goes to zero at the half
sampling rate. (d) The analog system phase
function.
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Fig. 7. The phase of a digital conjugate pole pair can shift
negative at low sampling rates. Q and (j are given in hertz.
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specification or to quantization at the input are
relatively easy to estimate. For example, input
quantization errors of rounding or truncating may,
under certain reasonable assumptions, be treated as noise
added to the analog signal source of mean square value
q2/ 12, where q is the quantizing step size. More difficult
is the case of quantizing error arising from iterative
multiplications. As Kaiser (1966) and Gold and Rader
(1969) point out, this kind of error depends strongly
upon how the quantization is done and upon the specific
form of the digital filter.

There have been two main attacks on the problem of
errors due to iteration. One way is to compute directly
the upper bounds on errors. The other way is to derive
statistical measures. The direct method gives upper
bounds that are mainly pessimistic, whereas the data
agree well with predictions of the statistical models
(Oppenheim, 1969).

PROGRAMS FOR DIGITAL AND ANALOG
FILTERDESIGN

SUBROUTtNE R£$P( w,T.NRP,HRZ"NCP,NCZ .RP.RZ,CPI,CPR"
1 ell ,CIR,AMPS,PHS,AMPC,PHC'

DIMENSION RPC I ).Rze 1 ).CPI (I ).CPRe 1 ).CZI (I ).CZRe 1)
C
C THIS ROUTINE COIIPUTES THE RESPONSE Of" A SPECI'IEO
C FILTER ANO USES SUBROUTINE RESPS
C VARIABLES ENOING IN "C" RE'ER TO A CONTINUOUS 'UNCTION
C AS IN ANALOG CIRCUITRY
C VARIABLES ENDING IN "S" REFER TO A SANPLED 'UNCTION
C AS IN A DICITAL FILTER
C
C INITllllATlON
C

~ .2
w
o:
<I

.4:r
Q..

.6

.8

1.0
0

n
y(nT)=Kn+l y(-T)+ };Kix[(n-i)T] (29)

i=O

The coefficient or "gain" parameter, K, is approximated
in a register of finite length. The input x suffers from
quantization error as well. The iteration of the equation
over n trials involves multiplication and addition
roundoff or truncation errors.

When a digital filter is realized in fixed-point
arithmetic, round-off or truncation errors of
multiplication are the main concern. But when
floating-point arithmetic (as in the present paper) is
used, roundoff errors occur both in multiplication and
addition (see Hamming, 1971).

Beyond this, the error in the output will be different,
depending on how the filter is realized mathematically as
well as how it is represented in the machine. The same
filter may be synthesized in a variety of ways-by direct
convolution, by linear recursive equations, or by means
of the fast Fourier transform. The amount of error, or
noise, in the output depends on the method u~ed. A
network of a given order can have several equivalent
transfer functions, H(s). However, each will behave
differently in respect to the amount of computational
error. This is so because a network can be arranged in
cascade or in parallel form, or in mixtures of the two
forms.

We have discussed only one method of constructing
complex recursive filters from simple first- and
second-order elements. It is called the serial, or cascade,
method since the output from each simple element is fed
serially into the next. However, a given recursive filter
can be realized in at least three forms: (1) in cascade,
(2) in parallel, or (3) directly as a higher orde~ difference

. equation. The direct form generally requires greater
word length than cascade or parallel forms.

If the length of a computer word is insufficient to
represent filter coefficients exactly, errors arise as
discrepancies in the amplitude magnitude function of
the filter. By setting error bounds on the magnitude
function, Avenhus (1972) determined word lengths for
the direct, cascade, and parallel forms. For the case of an
eighth-degree bandpass filter, Avenhus found that a
14-bit word was sufficient to meet the error bounds on
coefficients for either the cascade or parallel forms,
whereas a 24-bit word was required for the direct form.
Gold and Rader (1969) recommend that all recursive
digital filters be put in simple cascade or parallel form.

Inaccuracies in the values of coefficients may be
increased by an unduly high sampling rate, a
counterintuitive result! However, as the sampling period,
T, becomes brief beyond a certain point, the
performance of some digital filters deviates further from
that of the analog filter (Gold & Rader, 1969). In
particular, larger errors go with low frequencies and high
sampling rates because of the stringent need for accurate
coefficients.

The amount of noise in the output due to errors in
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C
C rlJllNINC THE PRODUCT 0,. SPEClnEo POUS AND ZEROS
C
C SINCLE REAL AXIS POLES

lrtNRP ••••• I.)
I DO , 1* •••'
9 CALL ItESPS< I '"W.T.RPC J J,.X,8R5.IIS,8ItC,B1C>
C
C SINGLE REAL AXIS ZEROS
.1 r'(NlltZ)2••2.,.1
II DO 19 I-,.Nlifl .
., CALL R[SPSt I ,W,r"RZC I ),X,rlf',TlS,ntC,TIC)
C
C CONJUGATE POLE PAIRS
21 I'CNCP)38,••2.
21 00 29 1-I,Ne"
2' CALL R£5,.S(2, .. ,1,CPR( I) ,CPI (J >.8ftS.aJS.IRC.81C)
C
C CONJUGATE ZERO PAIRS
31 J'CNCZ> ...... ,31
31 DO 3' .-.,HCZ
39 CALL RESPSCi,. W.T,CZR( J ) .ell (I) ,TRS,ll!. TRe,TIC)
C
C SOLVI NG rOR ANPLITUOE AND PHASE RESPONSE
C
... "MPs-seRre (r"5••2+115 ••2) JeeRs••e•• ) 5••• »

AMPC_SQRTC CTRC••2+T IC••2) IC,Rc••e+8fc••e»
SR- (TRS*BRs+r IS_Bl 5) I (8RS••'+11 5••2)
S.- (TI "*8"5"'1R5.11 S) I (.RS••2+81 5••1:)
PHS.ATAN( -SIISR'
l,eSR) ~',SS.55

51 U'CPHS)SI,52,S2
51 PHS-PHS.PJ

GO TO 55
5e PHS'PHS'P I
55 CR- (TRC*BRc+rIC*BIC )'CBRC••2+B1C••2)

CI- (T le-BRC "TRCeS Ie) I( IRC ••2+" IC.-2)
PHC-ATAN( -C"CR I
I'(CR) 6•• 65.65

68 J'(PHC) 61.62.62
61 PHC-PHC+P I

GO TO 65
62 PHC-PHC-P J
65 RETURN

END

SV.IlOUTINE R[5~S( IND. W.T.A •••SIl.SI.C'hCI'
e
C THIS ROUTINE COHI'UTES COMPLEX PRODUCTS AND IS A SPECIFIC
C SUIROUTINI: TO RES~

C INO-. '011 REAL AXIS POLES OR ZllloS
C INO.e '011 CONJUGATE 'OLE OR URO PAIRS
C

'1-3•••15.16536
C'IlI.· .... •
C"·I••P,.W/C..Rle
CA-e. op ,"McrllIQ
CI'.'0' lo./C'IlEII.,,·t.•" r
SA·a.*, A*T.I-,.•" ••*r

C
1'(INo-e, •••••••••••

C
C CONTINUOUS REAL AXIS POLES OR URO
,.. T' CROCA-CloCW

CI·CJ*CA.CIt*CW
CltaT

~Ho -PO/3.1.159
~HA -PA/3.1.159
IIIRI TE( '.3•• ) OMECA."MPD.A"PA..PHD..PHA,SltATE

311 'ORHATI 1X.'IR •••2,. ••2.2rl ••3.,.I ••1l
GO TO I
END

To use the programs RESP and RESPS, a calling
program must be written by the user. The main
program must get the values which specify a filter and
then call RESP. RESPS is called by RESP. Values for the
response of the specified filter are returned to the calling
program by RESP. MRESP is a sample main program for
the purpose of illustration.

EXPLANATION OFVARIABLE NAMES
Variables Passed to RESP

W-the frequency input for which the steady-state
filter response ismeasured.

T-the sampling interval, the inverse of sampling rate.
NRP-number of realaxispoles.
NRZ-number of single zeroes.
NCP-numberof complex conjugate polepairs.
NCZ-numberof double zeroes.
RP-an array of single-pole frequencies in hertz [poles

are at -RP(I)] .
RZ-an array of single-zero frequencies in hertz.
CPI and CPR-arrays of double-pole specifications

[poles are at -CPR(I) ± CPI(I)] .
CZIandCZR-arrays of double-zero specifications.

Variables Returnedby RESP
AMPS and PHS-the amplitude and phase response of

a digital system as specified by the preceding variables.
This is the result of combining the transfer functions for
sampled data functions [G(s)], as described in Table 1.

AMPC and PHC-these are comparable response
variables for the continuous equations [H(s)], as shown
in Table 1.

Variables Which Are Internal to RESP
TRC, TIC, BRC, BIC, TRS, TIS, BRS, BIS-refer to

the parts of two complex fractions representing the
combined transfer function for a continuous and
sampled system.

For the continuous system

CFREQ is a scaling value which keeps the floating-point
exponents of the values in HOw) from becoming too
large. It can be set to any value for which exponent
errorsdo not occurfor a particular computer. In general,
CFREQ should be equal to the frequency at the center
of the range of interest.

C
C SAMPt..£D RI"AL AX'S POLE OR z:~"o

T"- •• -EX"~ -SA hCOS~ $W>
TI- EXP(-5A"SIH(SW)
T- SR-TR-SI*TI
SJ-SI-rR.SR-TI
SA-r
RETURN

C
C CONTINliOllS CONJUGATE ~OL[ 011 ZERO PAIR
II' r ... CA••2.CS.-2 ~C",a.2

T.-2 ._CA.C.,
T- CR_TR-C I_Y I
Cr-c I _TR.CR_TJ
CRsT

C
C SAMPLED CON"'lICA1E ,..Ol£ OR lERO PAIR

TRa I .+£XP~ -2.-5A) -e.35(2.*SW) -2 ••[XP( -SA ).COS( S8) aCOS( SW)
TI a -[).P("2. aSA) as I N(2 .as.,) +2 •• EXP( -$AhCO!( S8) _51 H~ SW)
y- SRaTR ..SJaYJ
SI-SlaTR+SRaTI
SR'T
RETURN
[NO

:~:::':O::R~~~ .1l.RZ I IIl.CPR( IIl.CPI (11l.CIR( IIl.ClI (Ill
READC I •• ) ..,.,NRZ.MeP.Mel
ItlADCI •• ) CltPC,>.I-' ••,)
atADCI •• ) CltZ(I>.I*I.HIt%)
RIAD(I •• ) CC'Rll).CPICI).J·I.NCP)
AIAOCI ... ) (CZ.ttlhCZJC!),I-l.HCZ)
REAoII .0' oIASE.SRATE

~:~~/:~:~~O.ASr., T,NRP. NRl,NCP ..NCl ..RP ,RZ ..ep I.CPR.Cll.eZR.
X A08 ..PD8,""8,P"8)

REAo( I •• ) OMECA
CALL RI£SP( OMI£CA.T .NRP .. NRZ....CP.NCZ.RP.RZ.CPI .CPR.CZl.CZR.

X A.D ..PD.AA.,A)
AMPOa21 ••A1.0G(AD/ADI)/ALOG( .e.}
AMP"a21 ••AlOGCAA/"A8)/AlOG( II.)

. _ TRC +jTIC
HOw) - BRC +JBIC

for the sampled system

. TRS+JTIS
GOw) = DRS +JBIS

(30)

(31)
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RESP and RESPS work together as a unit and should
not require any alterations. The flow of the program
operation is as explained in the following steps.
(1) RESP is called by a main program, and the
specifications for a particular filter system are passed to
it. The frequency at which the response is to be
computed and the sampling interval are also passed.
(2) The eight components of two complex fractions are
initialized so both fractions are equal to 1. (3) RESPS is
called once for each specified component in order to
multiply the complex fractions by the appropriate
terms, as illustrated in Table 1. (4) The amplitude and
phase response of the continuous and sampled systems
are computed as in Eqs. 4-11. (5) Control is returned to
the calling program.

The amplitude responses reflect variable gains in the
filters, and it is handy to express them in decibels
relative to the filter's zero-frequency response. If Xo is
the response of a particular filter system when w::: 0,
then

This will not work for a single zero at 0, because in this
case Xo ::: O.

Phase responses are computed only in the range of --rr
to rr radians. In interpreting phases, it must be
remembered that they are additive and continuous.
When the program gives phase values which seem to go
from 0 to rr and then from -·rr to 0, the values probably
represent the range 0 to 2rr. It is convenient to divide
phase response by tt so that phase values will range
between -1 and 1.

The sample program MRESP is an on-line program for
finding the response of a given system. READ (I, *)
means read from the CRT console in free field (needing
no format). WRITE (6, n) means write on the Teletype
by Format n. Example Dl shows the response of a single
pole at -1,000 Hz. Note that the pole value is entered as
1000. Specification frequencies are entered with the
signs they need to substitute into the equations and not
the signs they would have as roots. The output of
Example D1 is of the same form as is plotted in Fig. 6.

Example D2 shows the computation of the response
characteristics of a much more complex system. This is
the linear part of the initial basilar membrane model of
Lovell, Carterette, and Nagel (1972).

•••••••••• JNPlIT OPoTA EXAMPLE 01

58. -4'8·28 - ...8. hI .661 •"3 2111183.
'0O· -042.35 -.42·1 B • 82.4 .8.8 211888 •
208. -36.63 -36 • .41l - ·ij32 - .18. 2111188.
380. -33·3. -3301 ~ ~ ~A35 - 0363 2110811.
.88. -30.H -38.59 .838 0126 2'838.
50O· -28012 -27.99 ~ .. 79 .598 28803.
600. -2 •• 9~ -2A.87 .838 .913 23883.
180· -20.78 -20.69 - .888 - .121 28888.
88O· ~ 1.11·72 - I A .65 -·608 - ~.4 t 6 28980.
908· -5.75 - 5 .12 ·0191 .82. 288811.
9511 • - .98 -.97 0118 ..1\95 2001111.

10811 • - .1111 -."'" • 715 .953 28888.
1050. -6.51 -(-,.53 - .7A6 -.095 280811.
1P175. - 11·65 - 11 .6f< - .535 - .218 2881111•
110O. -17.29 -, ".32 - ·361 - .098 21111110.
115'" • -29.26 -29.32 - .856 .219 21101111.
12811 • -]9.B5 -]9.93 .166 .653 28808.
1300· - AI. 7? - AI .84 .912 -.117 20800.
14'00. -.(14.,13 -.(IA.5'" -.93f'1 -.595 201188.
1588. -41.59 -41.81 -. BA2 - ••83 20OO0.
2000. -61·17 -62·31 - .610 -.193 28888.

3 2 • 2
81••18 819-e.. I
211.18 91 llU 911 101111 911 1111111

-2111 .111 -.0 121•
•111 211111
51
III
21.
3111
...11
~ee

4lI11
lie
8111
918
951
1108
18~8

IUS
1180
1150
1280
1388
'.88
1588
2880

•••••••••• INPUT OATA [XAfoI.Yl[ 02 ••••••••••

SUBROUTlHE , lLT( lND,SAMP, T,NAP, HRZ,NCP ,NCZ, UG,.R,
I RP,CPl,CPA,Rl,CZl,CZR)

DIMENSION RP< 1) ,CPl (I ),CPR( I hRZ( I) ,CZI (1) ,ClR( I).,
I RPC8< II) ,RPC I (II) ,CPCI( II >,CPCI (.1) ,CPC2( 11),
2 RZCI< 18 hRze I (liD ,CZCI (ltD ,CZCI (I e) ,CZC2< II).
3 RPOI (II) ,CPDI (UH ,CPD2( IIH ,RlOt (ltD ,CZOI (Ie) ,CZD2< II)

C
C THIS ROUTINE IS A GENERAL PURPOSE OIGITAL FILT£R
C AND USES SUBROUTINE FILTS
C UGFR SPECH'IES THE FREQUENCY AT WHICH GAIN IS UNIT"
C
C INDalJ MEANS INITIALIZE FILTER AND SET CONSTANTS
C INO NEGATIVE MEANS SET CONSTANTS WITHOUT INITIALIZING
C INO POSITIVE MEANS fiLTER INPUT SAMPL[
C

•••••••••• OltTPliT DATA [)iAMPl.£ 02 .

C
C INITIAL!Z[ DELAyS
C
18111 DO I 18 ) c I • I It

RPDt ( I ) -".
CPOI (I )=8.
CP02( I )--0.
RZOI (1 )=8.
CZDI ( I )-=0.

11" CZ02(1};;fj.
C
C COMPUTE CONSTANTS

............. OU1PHl DA1A fXAMPl£ Dl ..........
0. - .00 - .9J~ .09J0 ·00~ 10000.

'~0· - .93 ·.91 .103 .. 1,0;8 "~U0 •
1j\P;~. -?Ri _'1.'-'\ .16~ ·258 10U8.

2008. -6, .. 42 . n .'79 .. t 1..- • 352 182OO •

diU. -9.9A -,2.30 .069 ••22 IHU8 •

5000. -j".3A -1 .D.. 5 .000 ... :n lUBe.
880O. -6 • .042 -1. 3 -.114l • 460 19889 •

103113. - .00 -2e <0. 4 .3110 • .468 180U •

DIGITAL FILTER IMPLEMENTATION
Once a filter has been designed, it can be implemented

by using the same specifications with Programs FILT
and FILTS.

(32)

...........

Xp in dB ::: 20*logl 0 (~:)

1 ~ ~ ~

1~~0

o
~

°° 1~000
e
500
1080
2000
0088
5000
8000
10008
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Ce.. DO 211 I-I.NRP
211 CALL nLTSC3 ..UCFR,1.RP(IJ"X"R"C.(lhRPCI(I)"X)

DO 228 .-I.NRZ
221 CALL rILTSC"',llGF'R,r"RZ<JhX"RZC,cl),RZC1<J).)l)

DO 23' 1-. ,NCP
23. CALL "ILlSC t ..ucrH, T..CPR( 1) .CP I <1 hefC8C 1 )"CPCl (!) "epee <1 »)

no 2 ... I-t.HCZ
2• ., CALL" J LlSC2 .. IIGFR..T .CIR (I), CZ I (I hClCIH 1 belt I C1 ),.CZC2 (f»

RnURN
C
C RUN FILTER
C
C REAL AXIS POLES
38. J'CNRP)311,,:UI,3e2
312 DO 3111 t-I ..NRP

SAMP-SAHP.RPCIC I ) +RPDl (I hRPC I (1 )
318 RPOI (I hSAMP
C
C CONJUGATE POLE PAIRS
311 IJ'CNCp)3eb321,,312
312 DO 32. I-I "NCP

SAMP·SAMP.CPC.< I ).CPDI (I ).CPCt (I ''''CP02( I UCPC2< I)
CPD2( 1 hCPD1 (J)

328 CPOt (J laSA"?
C
C REAL AXIS ZEROS
321 IfCHRZ)331,,331,,322
322 DO 33' [-'"HRZ

T£HP-SAMP*RICe< J)
SAMP-T£MP"'RZOI« 1 ).RZCt (I)

338 RIDI cr )aTEMP
C
C CONJUGATE ZERO PAIRS
331 IrlNCZ)301.301·332
332 DO 3". 1-I"NCZ

T£MP-SAMP.CICe( I)
SAMP_ TEMP-ClC I { I ) -ClOt ( 1 ) +CZC2 ( J ) -ClC2 ( J )
CZD2l I )*CZDI l I)

3"1 czm (I hTEMP
3"1 RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE F I LTS (I ND"Uc'R" T "ALPHA"BE1A"CI"C I" C2)
C
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES CONSTANTS rOIl DIGITAL rlLTERS
C UGrR MEANS UNITY GAIN rREQUENCY
C C8 IS THE INVERSE GAIN rACTOR GIVEN UGrR
C D IS THE SAMPLING INTERVAL
C
C THE VALUE or IND CONTPOLS THE COMPlITATION 0' CONSTANTS
C 'OR A DIGITAL APPROXIMATION or.
C I ND*1 CONJUGATE POLES AT -ALPHA 'OR- JoBETA
C 2 CONJUGATE ZEROS AT -ALPMA 'OR- JoBETA
C 3 POLE AT -ALPHA
C 0 Z£RO AT -ALPHA
C

PI*3ol01S926S36.,-2 .•PJ-UG'R*T
A-2 .-p I_ALPHA_T
B-2 .*P I-BETA*T

C
Irl IND-2) 188.188.288

C
C CONJUGATE POLES OR ZEROS
1'1 1R-I • +EXP( '"'2. _A )*COS(2 ._'U-2. _EXP (-A) -cos (8 )*CO$( W)

11- -Expe -2 .*A) -51 N(2. _,,"e. -EXP( -A) -ccs (B>*St N( W)
C.·SQRT(TR-*e+T 1-.2)
ir <1ND-2)128.118.128

C GAIN rAcTOR IS INVERTEO rOR ZEROS
11' C.-t • .lC8
12e CI-2.*EXP("'A).COS(B)

ce-EXPC-2.*")
RETURN

C
C R£AL AXIS POUS OR ZEROS
•• tRa r , -I:XPC-A).COSUIl

TI- EX,.(-A).SJH(W)
C.-SQRTCTR••e+TI ••e)
IrlIND-0)22,.218.22'

C GAIN 'ACTOR IS INV£RTED 'OR Z£ROS
218 C'*I./CI
211 CI-EXPC"'A)

RETURN
END

PROGRAM Mr I LT
DIMENSION RPe ,,'),.RlC le),.CPR( I e) "CPI e Ifl )"elRC 11) "ClI ell)
DI MENSI ON OUT<588 )
R£AD(l".) NRP"NRl"NCP"NCZ
R£AD(I".) (RPe)"J-I"NRP)
II£AO(I".) (IIIlzel)"I-I"NRZ)
Ilr~AD( I "II) (CPRe I>..CPI (J), I-I,NCP)
RlAoe.,.) (CZR(J),CZJel)"J-I,NCZ)
RIADel,.) UCi'R.SRATI:,HPN1;:,
RIEADC I ,.) 'IIt£O,NO'
T-I./SItATE
cAL.L 'ILT(e.SAMP, T,NR~.frlRz:,NCP.NCZ,UG'IIIt.

x RP,CPl,CPtt"RZ,CU"CZR}
DO 11 1*I.NPNTS
R.'LOATC I-I ,.1*'R[;*2 .*3.1415'
SAMP*SINlRl+III.
I,CI"'NO')6.5,5
SAMP-••
CONTINUE
CALL "1 LTC J ,SA"P. T,NRP,NRZ, NCP. NCZ.. UGP"R,

X RP"CP l.ePR.RZ,CZl ,eZR)
OUT( 1 )-SA"PI' SANP-••
WRITEC6,38') (OUTCI),lal,NPNTS)

Jl8 rORMATl"SINE PROG''IlIBr101))
END

32

A main program must be supplied by the user to
specify a particular filter and supply an input waveform.
MFILT is a sample main program for illustration. In
addition to the variable specified in the description of
RESP, three new variables are in the call statement of
FILT:

IND determines the function of FILT as explained in
the program comments. Since constants can be changed
without reinitializing, the filter characteristics can be
varied during processing.

SAMPis the input sample and the output sample.
UGFR is the frequency at which the amplitude

response of the system equals unity. This can be any
value and would generally be the frequency of greatest
interest.

Variables Internal to FILT
The four arrays ending in CO refer to the inverse gain

factors for the four kinds of components.
The eight arrays ending in CI and C2 are the

constants in the difference equations, as in Fig. 4.
The six arrays ending in DI and D2 are the delay

components, as shown in Fig. 4.
FILTS is a necessary subroutine to FILT, but it is

written so as to be useful in setting the constants for
other digital filter programs.

IND determines the function of FILTS and is
described in program comments.

ALPHA and BETA specify a system component.
CO is the inverse gain factor necessary to make the

gain at UGFR equal to I. The method of computation is
the same as in the program RESP.

CI and C2 are constants used in the difference
equations shown in Fig. 4. For single poles or zeroes,
BETA and C2 are not used.

FILT and FILTS together form a programmable
general-purpose digital filter. The flow of the program
operation is as follows: (1) FILT is called by a main
program with filter specification and IND = o. This
causes the constants to be computed and the system to
be initialized at a state of rest. Control returns to the
main program. If IND is negative, the system is not
initialized at rest. (2) FILT is' called again with IND
positive and an input waveform sample. (3) Program
control goes from Statement 300 to Statement 340, and
the input sample is passed progressively through one
difference equation for each component in the digital
filter. At the end of this sequence, the input sample has
been transformed into the output sample. (4) Control is
returned to the main program and can be looped back to
Step I or Step 2.

It is easy to get an impulse function for a filter system
by giving it one nonzero sample followed by zeroes.

Figure 8 shows two examples of using the program
MFILT to realize a digital filter. Two cycles of a
1,000-Hz sine wave are input to digital filters at a rate of
50K samples per second. In Example VI, the filter is a
single pole at -1000, and in Example V2, the filter is a
single zero at -1000. In both cases, the filters are set for
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Fig. 8. The dashed line represents two
cycles of a l00-Hz sine wave that is input
into a digital filter. The solid line represents
the associated output from a digital fJlter
comprised of one real pole with ex =
-1,000 Hz (see Example Ul for the
program filter specification). The response
of this system to a I,OOO-Hz sinusoid should
be that the amplitude is down by 3 dB and
the phase lags by 1r/4. The dotted line
represents the output Crom a digital filter
comprised of one real zero with ex =
-1,000 Hz (see Example U2 for the
program filter specification). The response
of this system to a I,OOO-Hz sinusoid should
be that the amplitude is greater by 3 dB and
the phase leads by 1r/4.

-.707
-10

.......

: I
• I

.',
:0 "'.

. .
,-s.,, ", \

" "0 \,,
I,,

I
I

I
I

1
3 dB

T
,
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\ ,
",1/

........

I
11

o 5

............ OUTPUT DATA [XAHPlf tJ2 ••••••••••
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msec
unity gain at zero frequency. Thus, the pole reduces the
amplitude of the sine-wave input and produces phase lag.
The zero increases the amplitude of the sine input and
produces phase lead.

•••••••••• INPUT DATA tXAMPLE UI ••••••••••

I • til t!I
IllIe
8
8
8
B 5888" 168
1••11 1111

.......... OUTPUT DATA EXAMPl£ Ul ..........
SINE PROG

.8 1·5 ••2 s·' 12.8 18 ..2 24.2 30·'- 36.8 ..3·1
"'9.3 ~501 68.3 65.11 68.9 12.8 14.2 75 ... 75 ..6 , ... 8
12.9 711.8 66.8 61·2 550<11 ..8.9 411.6 33·8 25 • .- t 6.8

1 •• -1 ·2 -18.1 -18·9 -27." -35.'" ·.2.8 -",'.5 '55.5 -6'"5
-6Jh6 -61·7 -69.6 -78.5 -78.,3 -68.9 -66.5 -63·e -58.5 -53·8

• .. 6.f1 -39.8 -32.1 ~24.fJ -I ~.5 -6.1 2.2 114~ t 9.1 28·8
36.8 43·3 58.1' 55·9 69.9 6".9 61.9 69.9 18.1 78.5

6941 66·6 63.1 58·6 5301 46.9 39.9 32·2 2"·1 15.5
6.8 -2·1 ~J I.e ~ 19·6 -28.8 ~j5.9 -.olJ .3 -sa-e -55.9 -68.9

-6··' -61.9 ~69.09 -78.1 ·19.5 ~69d -66.6 -6:J .1 -58·6 -51·1
~415 .6 -4~ .2 ·35.41 -31.2 ~21.06 -241.3 -a r .041 -18·9 - J,6.1 ·14.7

-'3.8 - it ... -ie.1 -8·9 -7.R -6.9 -bd -5·4 • ... 1 - .... 2
-3·1 -3·3 -2.9 -2·~ -2·2 -2.8 - J.1 ~ 1 ..~ -I .. 4 -1 ..2
-1.1 - .9 - .8 -.7 - .6 - .6 - .5 -.. - .3

•• 3 - .3 -.2 - .2 - .2 - .2 -.\ -., -.\ -. I
-.\ -., -ol -., -.\ - .8 - .8 ... • .s ..s

•••••••••• INPUT DATA [XAMPL[ U2 ••••••••••

iii I 8 e
8
18".
8
S
II 58'10 II.
I'" 1f11

SINE PROG
.8 f8601

129.6 121.6
-13.S -31.0

-138.9 -14~.1

-11.8 -56.9
93.6 186.1

129.6 IlI.6
-13.5 -JI.fl

-138.9 -1.8.7
-11.8 -56.0

.~ .~

117.0 126.8
111.6 99.8
-"'8." -6 .... 3

-141.3 -139.6
-39.3 ·21·9
111.0 126."
111.6 99.8
-48.S -6 ...·3

-1.'.3 -139 46

-39.3 ~21.9

.8 .8

133.8 13s.e 148.7 141.3 139.6 135.7
86.5 11.8 56.8 39.3 21.' ".3

~19.06 ~93.06 -186.1 -1114' -126.f1 -133.1
-135.1 -129.6 -121.6 -111.6 -".8 -B6.5

- .... 3 13.5 31.8 48.0 '''.3 7'.6
133.8 138·8 1"'8.1 1"'1.3 139.6 135.1
86.5 11.8 56.8 3943 21.9 .... 3

-19.6 -93.6 -1"6.1 -Tl7.1 -12'6.1 ·133.,
·:35.7 -12V.6 -12146 -r t i -e ~".08 "1'.5

...... 3 13.5 31·8 .8·8 6 e , J 185.1
.0 .0 .0 ., •• .a
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